Modplan release: SDS 2D hinges
6th February, 2015
Modplan extends its SFS 2D hinge offering

Leading VEKA trade fabricator Modplan has just
announced it has extended its SFS 2D hinge range so
it covers a wide spectrum of colours to complement
the full VEKA range, including the Variations foil range.
Chris Reeks, Modplan’s Sales Manager, says, “We are
delighted to be extending our SFS hinge offering. Our
customers love the quality the hinge provides and being able to use a hinge that
complements the frame colour will be a value-added feature for many of them and a
great way to add further quality to a sale.”
The SFS 2D hinge is an innovative product that offers elegant, unobtrusive aesthetics. It
has a slim profile and slim styling, giving it an understated and unobtrusive look that is
perfect for today’s homeowners. And by adding the coloured hinges to its range,
Modplan customers will be able to specify matching hinge and frame colours, further
enhancing an already sophisticated look.
Away from the aesthetics, the security features of the hinge are similarly outstanding. It
features a bespoke sash plate which is attached to the hinge body using steel bars
integrated with the vertical pins, meaning the hinge is a far stronger than a standard
design flag hinge and ensuring it is suitable for use in Secured by Design doorsets.
The installer hasn’t been forgotten either. The SFS hinge has a unique system for fine
adjustment so it is quick and easy to install and gives you a perfectly functioning doorset
every time.
The SFS 2D coloured hinges will be available on Modplan’s 58mm, 70mm and FS ranges.
They will be available on a standard lead time, making it an easy way to add value to a
sale.
Modplan manufactures and provides a comprehensive range of products that includes
three VEKA profiles, composite doors, PVC-u and aluminium patio and bi-fold doors,
conservatories, the Vertex solid tile-effect roof and glass and polycarbonate conservatory

roofs. By adding SFS 2D coloured hinges to its portfolio, the company is demonstrating
what increasing numbers of customers know – Modplan offers a high quality product
range that sets installers apart from their competitors. For more information on any of
Modplan’s products, simply Ask the Man from Modplan.
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